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Governor calls on Legislature to provide larger increases for local communities, remove
restrictions on local control in shared revenue legislation.

      

  

MADISON — Gov. Tony Evers is calling  on the Wisconsin State Legislature to provide more
resources to local  communities and remove restrictions on local control in legislation  regarding
shared revenue that was introduced earlier this week. Gov. Evers today released a statement
responding to the proposal, AB 245 , indicating he cannot support the proposal and will veto it
in its entirety if it is sent to his desk in its current form. Despite having been introduced only two
days ago, Assembly Republicans are hosting a public hearing on the bill in the Committee on
Local Government later this morning.

  

According to  data from the nonpartisan Legislative Fiscal Bureau (LFB ), since  2011, state aid
to communities has been cut by more than nine percent  while public safety costs have
increased by more than 16 percent. As a  result, over the last decade, local communities have
been asked to do  more with less and have been forced to make difficult decisions to cut  critical
services, including public safety. Gov. Evers has been clear  for four years now that the state
must do its part to ensure communities  have the resources they need to meet basic and unique
needs alike.

  

A full transcript of the governor’s statement is available below. The statement is also available
on YouTube here . 
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You  know, we’ve been talking about shared revenue now for the five,  four-plus years I’ve beenin this position—and for good reason. Our communities—whether it’s a county, whether it’s a city, whether it’s a township—they do thehard work, public safety, public health—you name it—public libraries. And for a decade, we have not increased any of that money that goes to these folks in anymeaningful way.We need more money for our communities—their constituents expect it, and we expect them todo this work. So, it’s a top priority for me—and has been since I became governor.And I’m really optimistic because I see that same thinking coming out of the Legislature. So,we’re all on the same page there.But the state must step up more than what I’ve seen. It’s why I can’t support the Republicanplan as is—and frankly, I’ll veto it in its entirety. It is not enough resources. We have the resources to do it. Let’s increase the money that’sgoing to the locals. And, frankly, also, let’s remove all those restrictions that the legislation wasputting on those local folks. Here we, in one way, we want to bring them more money, and in another way, we want to takemore control away from them. It doesn’t make sense. Send me a clean bill that talks about the money that we are going to give to the municipalities.Let’s work together to make it happen, and I know we can get it done.
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